ALPINE ASCENTS
EVEREST BASE CAMP TREK

Alpine Ascents has led treks to Everest Base Camp for nearly 30 years, many accompanying
our historic Everest climbs. Few, if any, outfitters can match the reservoir of expertise our
professional mountaineers and cultural experts bring to this incredible journey.
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BEST IN CLASS EXPERT & LOCAL GUIDES
While local Sherpa guides (which we employ on every trip) can help bring culture to light, and
experts in areas such as Buddhism can provide a more singular focus, our guides also bring
the mountains and their histories to life. As you are overwhelmed by the grandeur and beauty,
guides like Ben Jones and Vern Tejas bring their expertise of Sherpa culture, and Buddhism
becomes a talking point alongside the great history of the mountains. We will visit homes
and teahouses of friends along the way, and truly live and breathe in a gallery of mountains,
monasteries and Sherpa lifestyle.
Most importantly our guides are high altitude experts who know how to monitor and assist each trekker in safely making their
way to Everest base camp (or in some cases comfortably reaching a high point). This type of professional expertise cannot be
underestimated and have seen the importance of our guides’ medical training come into play many times in the near 30 years
we have guided this route.
All trips also have local guides allowing for an intimate look at the people and culture of the Khumbu. Many of these guides have
been with us for decades adding to the unique nature and intimacy of Alpine Ascents’ Everest Base Camp Trek. While we call
base camp the destination, the joy of the trek is truly in the journey.

AN UNMATCHED CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

“I’d been to Nepal before, but traveling with Alpine Ascents was a different trip altogether. The
trek logistics were flawlessly organized, from Kathmandu to Base Camp, so I could concentrate on
enjoying the countryside. Traveling with experienced guides like Vern, Eric and Ben and opens doors
that are closed to most visitors. Not only do those guys know the way, they know most of the people
along the way, and the result is a cultural experience unmatched by anything I’ve experienced before.
It’s the way Himalayan travel should be.”
– Peter Potterfield, Author of High Himalaya and Classic Hikes of The World
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Alpine Ascents has been named one of
“The Best Adventure Travel Companies
on Earth.” We are proud to be National
Geographic’s highest-rated mountain
guide service.
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The Alpine Ascents Everest Climb &
Everest Base Camp Trek were selected
by The Travel Channel for its List of
“99 Things to Do Before You Die”.

Travel & Leisure has selected Alpine
Ascents as one of the Top (40) Adventure
Outfitters. We are proud to be the only
climbing company chosen!

WORLD-RENOWNED GUIDES

While we employ an excellent team of local Sherpa Guides and staff, a professional
mountaineer brings a unique skill set that only adds to the dynamic environment our Sherpa
team provides. Guides such as Vern Tejas, Carol Tejas, Ben Jones, Lakpa Rita Sherpa, Jangbu
Sherpa and Eric Murphy are well known throughout the Khumbu region and are anxious to
share their home away from home.
“Amazing, professionally ran. The ground staff, Sherpas, etc. made for a well-organized trip. We
were especially lucky to have Vern and Carol as our guides, as they knew the local people and
monks in the monasteries, was a fantastic experience. I honestly don’t think they could have made
it any better, absolutely faultless. They gave us the knowledge and confidence of their skills at all
times, particularly when we gained altitude. We left the mountains feeling completely immersed
in the culture, the ways and passions of the Sherpa and a good knowledge of the history of the
land, culture, and environment. I can’t imagine many guides being able to offer such insight as
Vern and Carol are able to, with all their passion of the Sherpa people, we shared a few emotional
moments with them. We met as strangers and came away as friends. The real strength is the depth
of expertise you have clearly gained over many years, the fact that everything runs like clockwork
without any apparent effort for something that must be a mine field to organize proves this.”
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YOUR EVEREST BASE CAMP TREKKING GUIDES
VERN TEJAS
Vern is known for Denali’s first solo winter ascent, the first solo of Mt. Vinson (Antarctica’s highest),
first winter ascent of Mt. Logan (Canada’s highest) and as lead guide for Col. Norman Vaughan’s
first ascent of Mt. Vaughan in remote Antarctica. In 2000, Vern was named one of Alaska’s top
50 Athletes of the Century by Sports Illustrated and in 2012 was inducted into the Alaska Sports
Hall of Fame. In addition to his fame in the extreme environments of Alaska, Greenland and
Antarctica, Vernon’s success in guiding people to the summit is simply remarkable. Along with
guiding numerous high altitude expeditions, Vern is a ten time summiteer of Everest and an avid
adventure racer finishing 10th in 1999 and 13th in 2001 in the Eco-Challenge Race. Vern’s guided
ascents are an extremely unique blend of his dynamic spirit, climbing expertise and guiding savvy,
known throughout the guiding community. Recently Vern had outstanding success Mt. Vinson,
Last Degree-South Pole, Denali, Elbrus (Europe’s highest) and has guided many of our Everest
expeditions this century. With a guitar in hand and a smile on his face, Vernon treats everyone to
the remarkable experience of life.

CAROL TEJAS
Carole Tejas has been climbing and trekking all over the world for over 25 years and has been
guiding professionally since 2009, most recently for Alpine Ascents on Mt Elbrus, Mera Peak,
Kilimanjaro, Aconcagua, and the Everest Base Camp Trek. Although she is based in the urban
canyons of New York City, Carole considers the Khumbu Valley in Nepal to be her second (and
spiritual) home. She has explored every corner of the Khumbu and has formed many close
relationships with the Sherpa people living there. Over many years, she has immersed herself in
Sherpa culture and has spent time studying Tibetan Buddhism and the Nepali language. Raised
on the East Coast, Carole’s passion for mountaineering started in her local playgrounds — the
White Mountains of New Hampshire and New York’s Adirondacks and Catskills. She has worked
with climbers of all levels of experience, but particularly enjoys teaching novice climbers how to be
comfortable and self-sufficient in the mountains. When not working, Carole loves to play on rock,
snow, and ice while traveling the world with her husband Vern.

YOUR EVEREST BASE CAMP TREKKING GUIDES
ERIC MURPHY
A talented climber and guide, Eric is a 35 year resident of the Pacific Northwest. A former
competitive distance runner, and cyclist, Eric was born in Alaska and introduced to the wilderness
at an early age. He has led many of our mountaineering courses in the Cascades. He has been
climbing for over 25 years, and has guided trips for 16 years. Eric has vast experience in the
mountain ranges of the Cascades, Rockies, Andes and Himalaya. He has led or participated in
over 30 expeditions to Alaska, Canada, Kenya, Tanzania, Antarctica, Nepal, Tibet, Peru, Bolivia,
Argentina, and Chile. His background covers technical ice, rock, and high altitude. Eric has guided
for us in the Cascades, on Denali, Mount Vinson, Cho Oyu, Everest/Lhotse, Aconcagua and
Kilimanjaro for the past 15 years. Most recently, Eric guided for us on Mt. Rainier, Kilimanjaro,
Everest/Lhotse, Denali and has been helping future Everest climbers with training and
consultation. Eric has led large fundraising teams and film projects on Kilimanjaro, including
the 2008 film documentary – The Mountain Within. Eric is the most experienced Western guide
working on Kilimanjaro, having led more than 100 trips on that mountain, spending significant
time with the local Chagga peoples native to the lower slopes of Kilimanjaro. Eric has led Other
passions include ski mountaineering, distance trail running, ocean sailing, and winemaking.
When not guiding, Eric can be found near home with his wife Melissa and young son Conner in
Bellingham, Washington. Eric is excited about family travel and introducing Conner the mountains
and cultures of the world.

BEN JONES
Ben Jones has spent the last 10 years working as a professional guide and instructor in Alaska,
Wyoming, Idaho, Washington, British Columbia, Norway, Argentina, Nepal, Tanzania, Indonesia
and Mexico. Ben is competent on rock, ice, and snow but spends a majority of his time in the
snow. Ben has instructed courses in mountaineering, backcountry skiing, snowboarding, and
horse packing. While teaching mountaineering at National Outdoor Leadership School, Ben got
to extensively explore the glaciers of the Chugach Mountains, Wrangells, eastern Alaska Range,
and remote mountains in British Columbia, as well as in Wyoming and Idaho. In the off season
while residing in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and when not traveling and exploring different countries
around the world Ben’s hobbies include skiing, climbing, metal work, fixing things, practicing
Spanish, and Swahili. Ben guides for us on Kilimanjaro (8 times in the past two years), in Alaska,
South America, in the Himalayas and most of the seven summits. Recently Ben has been very
active in the Himalayas. In 2012, he summited Lhotse and guided our Everest Trek and Island
Peak climb. He also guided our 2011 and 2013 Mount Everest Expeditions where he guided the
Everest/Lhotse combo in less than 24 hours. Ben Led Ch0-Oyu in 2013 and 2014 and most recently
led our 2016 (100% success) and 2017 and 2018 Everest expeditions. With yet another busy year in
store, Ben will also be leading expeditions to Carstenz Pyramid, Cho-Oyu, and Kilimanjaro as well
as guiding 3 Vinson expeditions to round out his season as one of the most active guides in the
industry.

PRESENCE IN NEPAL WITH THE ALPINE ASCENTS FOUNDATION
While Alpine Ascents is well known throughout the Khumbu from our close relationships with
the Sherpa communities, our education based foundation has been able to grow and influence
educational opportunities since its inception in 1999. Focused on educating students who have
limited resources, the Alpine Ascents Foundation sponsors students to attend private schools
in both the Khumbu and in Kathmandu. Most recently Alpine Ascents built a new wing to the
school in Namche (capital of the Khumbu) to offer early education to students who lacked that
opportunity. Alpine Ascents was also able to provide substantial financial rebuilding resources
after the most recent earthquake. Learn more and help the students of Nepal at:

alpineascentsfoundation.org

ONCE IN A LIFETIME
EXPERIENCE
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“Overall, this was an experience beyond my
expectations. In the past, I have found that an
Alpine Ascents expedition, whether a climb or a
trek, has been the envy of other groups – and this
trek was no exception. Every aspect of the trek
was first-rate. Vern was an exceptional guide who
inspired complete confidence in his ability to lead
and make responsible decisions throughout the
trek. The local guides who accompanied us were
also exceptional and could be counted on when
needed.”

ORGANIZED &
KNOWLEDGEABLE
“The trip was well up to AAI standards.
Organization, logistics and quality of itinerary
were excellent. Vern and Carole were fantastic,
and the weather was excellent. Vern and Carol
added a great deal to the quality of the trip. In
sharing their knowledge of the area, the people,
high altitude travel etc. they raised the trip to a
level other companies only aspire to reach.”
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT GUIDE

Our Everest Base Camp trips are led by seasoned mountain guides, who join talents with local
Sherpa staff, to offer in-depth, health- and safety-oriented treks.

EVEREST TREK WITH A MOUNTAIN GUIDE AND MOUNTAINEERING COMPANY
All scheduled trips are led by elite members of our guide staff, with extensive knowledge of
the Khumbu region and Himalayan culture. You’ll know the names and background of your
guide beforehand and have the chance to communicate directly. Each guide is listed next to the
departure date.
While many guide services offer WFR (Wilderness First Responder) training to local guides, practical field use is often a missing
element. You can find our guides in leadership roles from Everest to Antarctica, and they bring a wealth of experience to your
trek. Whether that’s helping with illness, injury or altitude issues, our guides are more likely to handle these hurdles early and
efficiently, so you can focus on experiencing the trek and enjoying the success of your trip.
Social intelligence and leadership are the other big parts of the equation. Having worked with climbers and trekkers around the
world, our guides’ abilities to assist, motivate and assess your fitness and skills is what enables us to have the highest summit
success in the industry. We strive not only to work one-on-one with each climber while on the mountain, but also to educate
everyone on a daily basis. Climbers will leave the expedition with a solid foundation of knowledge in areas like high altitude
physiology, Leave No Trace principles, cold weather issues and injury prevention, efficiency in the mountains, flora and fauna,
local history and the Sherpa community.

5-STAR STANDARDS & HAND-PICKED LODGING

In Kathmandu we lodge at the legendary Yak and Yeti, the meeting point for climbers, trekkers
and mountain journalists over the last 30 years. While some lodges (tea houses) along the
way are basic, others are very well appointed (Panorama in Namche). In every case we know
the owners well and look to stay in family owned lodges. We use tea houses on every night
(except one night on our spring departures).
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LOCAL
STAFF
Our Sherpa team is renowned
throughout the Khumbu and we aim
to be the leader in wages and working
conditions for our Sherpa staff. We relish
in the Mobius strip of our sharing of
societies.
“Strengths include immersion in the area and culture.
Hard to improve this as Vern and Carole introduced
to many local friends and their homes, arranged an
audience with Lama Ghese (so I got that going for me),
and shared much local/personal information we would
otherwise not have learned all of which made the trip
spectacular.”
“Overall, this was an experience beyond my expectations.
In the past, I have found that an Alpine Ascents
expedition, whether a climb or a trek, has been the envy
of other groups – and this trek was no exception.”
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THE ART OF
NEPAL
While the mountains guide our path, we
will also touch upon the art of Nepal.
Those with additional time would do well to take
a day trip to nearby Patan, and enjoy the stunning
architecture and sculpture of this village (once the
capital). The Patan Museum is a “wonder palace” of art
and a great introduction to the traditional Hindu art of
Nepal.
Once in the mountains, monasteries will punctuate our
route, along with Mani stones and stupas. Hidden on
the monastery walls are the legendary Thankas of the
region (as shown to the left).
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EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
From before you book, to after your trek
is over, we’re here to make sure you’re
comfortable, happy, and having the trip of
your life. Our services include:
Route Selection
While there are number variations, we feel our dayto-day itinerary, which includes a side trip to Thame
Village, wonderfully showcases the best of the region.
Those wanting a bigger challenge can sign up for our
Island Peak climb addition but we feel our itinerary and
location offers a near perfect way to experience the
Khumbu region and magnificence of the Himalaya.
Comprehensive Preparation
You will receive our famous pre-trip planning package
and our office is ready to answer questions promptly by
phone or email.
Gear List
We’ll give you our time-tested gear list and offer our
equipment recommendations. We also have a full retail
store and rental department, and our full-time gear
experts offer personal shopping and assistance. Our
gear lists are legendary not just for ease of use, but as a
reference for climbers, trekkers and other retail stores
around the world.
Local Insight
Our Kathmandu-based local staff is ready to assist with
any needs or last minute add-ons.
Timing & Logistics
We partner with a full-time travel agent familiar with
travel options to Nepal.
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Physical Activity
Our training statement was created by mountaineering
training professionals and is a detailed resource for
getting you ready. We also are happy to build a training
plan with you and have discounts with some of the best
trekking and climbing trainers in the business.
Personal Communication
We have staff on hand that has completed this trek
numerous times and your guide will contact you directly
prior to the trek. We encourage you to contact us as
often as needed and we will specifically ask if you would
like to schedule a call.
Transportation
We’ll handle the transportation, including airport
pickups for arrival and departure, as well as all internal
flights with true airport to airport service.

“I cannot begin to express how amazing Vern was! He was
constantly checking up on the team, gave useful tips to
deal with altitude, gave us cultural lectures, interesting
information about mountains and had time to serenade us
with his guitar every SINGLE day! What else could we ask
for! Vern also ensured that we were always taken care of, he
was attentive to our needs and concerns (every morning, he
would check up on whether we slept well). He also ensured
that we were also safe at all times. The group kept saying
how lucky we truly were for having a legend mountaineer as
our guide for 18 days.”

MEALS WHILE TREKKING

While we use the kitchens of local tea houses, meals are prepared by our chefs with ingredients
purchased specifically for the trek (in most cases). We understand the importance of nutrition
and that variety keeps you eating. That said, this is a remote area where we make the most of
our limitations to keep trekkers happy and well-fed.
Alpine Ascents is happy to accommodate your dietary needs.
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PRE-TRIP
CORRESPONDENCE
Excellent pre-trip materials, online
gear lists with photo descriptions,
and a promise of quick (famously so)
responses to all questions.
We operate a U.S.-based mountain gear shop and
rental department, so staff are always available via
phone or email to answer your questions during
business hours.
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SAFETY, COMFORT &
COMMUNICATION
Truly showing our expertise as a
mountaineering company, we excel in
the areas that matter most.
Our extensive medical kit includes bottled oxygen,
pulse oximeters, and other advanced equipment that
may be necessary when trekking to the high-altitude
environment of Everest Base Camp.
Each trip is equipped with satellite phones, radios,
and cell phones for communication. Satellite phone
messages left by the team are uploaded to the Alpine
Ascents cybercast website as audio recordings that can
be listened to by family and friends—we’re famous for
our cybercasts! Pictures are also posted pre- and posttrip.
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SEE YOU AT BASE CAMP

This trek is non-technical (no experience needed), follows a well-defined trail and requires no
climbing skills. Extra days for acclimatization are built into the itinerary, thus our very high
success rate. We reduced the pack weight to about 15lbs and there is always a guide to help
carry your pack. We’re excited to help you prepare for the trek; from a customized training
regimen to reading materials, we look to make this a challenging and meaningful experience for
every trekker.
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WHO SHOULD MAKE THIS TREK?

We would love to say “everyone should make this trek”, as this is such a moving and awe
inspiring experience, but you should be fit and willing to train for 2-4 months prior to your
departure. This trek is open to any fit enthusiast.
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We are adept at preparing climbers to get ready for great climbs around the world, and we are
happy to develop a training regimen specifically for you.
We are one of the few outfitters who have an extensive Everest Base Camp Trek-specific training website, but we are also happy
to work with you to develop an individual plan. We base individual plans on your location, noting both the time you spend in the
gym and your preference of outdoor activity.
Can I handle the altitude?
Most can, as acclimation days built in to the schedule help everyone adjust to the altitude. It’s rare that someone needs to turn
around due solely to the altitude (though not common, some individuals do not acclimatize well). The better shape you are in the
better the adjustment; but our guides are extremely watchful and help you to stay hydrated, best utilize altitude acclimatization
medicine and in general to monitor your health to assist you in enjoying the trek and this high altitude mountain region. All
guides are WFR or EMT certified first-responders.
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TREKKING
SEASON
As with any high mountain region,
micro weather systems can cause
unpredictable weather patterns in
all seasons. Avoiding the main rainy
seasons is highly recommended. The
shoulder seasons can offer good
weather with fewer trekkers, but midseason is more likely to offer the best
views.
We generally recommend trekking in the Khumbu
region in either:

Late September – November
Late March – May

Our spring treks spends a night at Everest base camp;
our fall treks tend to experience less-crowded tea
houses and trails.
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GEAR LIST, GROUP GEAR
& OUR STORE
Another area in which Alpine Ascents
shines is helping you prepare your gear.
Alpine Ascents uniquely provides the
following services:
Experts
Dedicated full time expert gear staff. We provide 1:1
shopping and consulting for every trekker.
Retail
Stores: both online and at our Seattle office with a 10%
discount to our registered trekkers.
Gear List
Detailed gear list with full descriptions and pictures to
help make sure you have the right stuff!
Rentals
Quality rental gear, cleaned and stored in Seattle:
offering the latest models and brands.
Alpine Ascents-Provided Gear
Cooking items, utensils and duffle bags are provided.
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MORE ON ROOM & BOARD
In addition to cooking all our own meals,
we are happy to accommodate a variety of
dietary needs, and will work personally with
each trekker. Options can be limited but
we understand the need for providing an
adequate and personally-catered diet.
Leave No Trace
All of our guides are Leave No Trace certified and regularly
discuss Leave No Trace ethics particular to each region
through which we travel

BOOK YOUR TRIP
We have an all-inclusive pricing structure!
Visit the Alpine Ascents Everest Trek page for the most up
to date schedule and pricing information. Learn more about
everything your trek investment will provide, and the details
of your trip:

Trek Overview
Price & Schedule
Intinerary
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